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What is the Congregational Vitality Survey?
The Congregational Vitality Index measures the strengths and challenges of a congregation according to
three dimensions: the congregation’s connections with God, each other and the world. Items from
the survey relating to this area are grouped into scales. The average of those items is presented as a
scale score. All items range from 1 (poor) to 5 (great). The target is to score higher than 4. Although items
below 3 are considered a struggle for the congregation, it is better to focus on patterns across items
rather than one low score.
This report is divided into four sections. There is one section for each of the scales (God, Each Other and
World) and one concerning some of the factors that contribute to vitality. Finally there is a comparison of
this congregation to other ELCA congregations using a composite scale of key indicators.
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Congregational Vitality Survey
Connecting with God scale
The following chart shows the average response to each question. These questions show how well
respondents believe the congregation helps individuals grow in faith and how connected the congregation
is to God's mission. Scores at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in
connecting with God.
4.4
God Scale Score

Things to notice:

·
·

Note the high and low marks in the above chart. Anything under 4 is worth conversation. Talk about the
congregation's strengths and challenges.
Compare these items to the pace of spiritual growth. Most people should feel they are
growing. If there is a high percentage of people who feel stalled (over 10%), addition
conversation about faith formation is warranted.
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Congregational Vitality Survey
From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?
Compare how respondents described the congregation with how they described themselves. Below are
descriptions of their own experience in the congregation and how often they participate in activities associated with
this scale. The graphs show the number of people who gave each response.
Look for consistency. For example, a congregation that rates itself high on helping adults grow in faith should see
that most people report growing faith, that their spiritual needs are met, that they participate in regular prayer,
devotions and study and that they have meaningful spiritual conversations on a regular basis.
Are your congregation's activities leading to action in its participants?

Spirituality
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Congregational
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Congregational Vitality Survey
Connecting with Each Other Scale
The responses to these questions show to what extent members are connecting with each other. This
goes beyond how well people like each other. Questions focus on how the community of faith supports
each other and uses their gifts for mission. It refers to both newer and long time members. Scores at or
above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with each other.
Each Other Scale Score

4.4

Things to notice:

·
·

·

Note the high and low marks in the chart. Talk about the congregation's strengths and
challenges.
Compare this chart to the next page. Consider the ratings on social climate. Ideally you will see, a social
climate of harmony and open but respectful disagreements. When there are no
disagreements it often means the congregation is comfortable and not pushing itself. When
disagreements are perceived as tension or harmful conflict, it suggests that these people are
being harmed by the conflict. Research shows that congregations with high tension often experience
harm that distracts from health. Thriving congregations nearly always have open respectful conflict.
Congregations with only harmony are usually not as vital. Lesson: It is better to talk about tension in a
respectful way than to keep it bottled up. Suppressing conflict does more harm than expressing it openly.
Talk about the meaning of scale scores. Consider the number of actual visitors and newcomers
the
congregation has when you look at the scores. If there are rarely visitors or newcomers these numbers may
not be helpful. Also, "using the gifts of all members of all ages" and "including youth and young adults in
decision making" may be rated low because the congregation doesn't use everyone's gifts or because some
age groups are missing. Talk about what it meant to the people in your congregation.
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Congregational Vitality Survey
From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?
Compare how respondents described the congregation with how they described themselves. Below are the
descriptions of their own experience in the congregation and how often they participate in activities associated
with this scale. The graphs show the number of people who gave each response.
A congregation that builds strong community and encourages people to use their gifts should see a lot of people
feeling supported and using their gifts on a regular basis. Are your congregation's activities leading to action in its
participants?

Christian Community
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Time, Talent, Treasure
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Congregational Vitality Survey
Connecting with the World Scale
The responses to these questions show how members are living out their faith in the world through word
and deed. It also shows how they are connected with their communities and with other Christians. Scores
at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with the world.
World Scale Score

4.2

Things to notice:

·
·
·
·

Note the high and low marks in the chart. Talk about the congregation's strengths and struggles.
Compare “equipping members to share their faith with others” from the scale graph with the next page's
graphs showing those who agree or strongly agree that they are equipped to share their faith or are
comfortable inviting others to church. These should align.
Compare the percentage of those who agree or strongly agree that they are encouraged to use their gifts in
the world with how many people advocate for social justice and volunteering in the community. These
should align.
Compare how well the congregation shares information about the ELCA with how people feel connected
with it. Compare these to how connected people feel to the wider Christian community (pg. 3). Talk about
how the Holy Spirit connects the congregation with the rest of the ELCA and the wider Christian community
as part of one body. How does the Spirit use this congregation to contribute to the wider body? How does it
benefit from the rest of the body?
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Congregational Vitality Survey
From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?

Serving
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Sharing Faith
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Congregational Vitality Survey

The three scales above give you a perspective on vitality that has to do with God's mission for the church.
Respondents were also asked to describe the overall vitality of the congregation. Ideally respondents' description of
overall vitality will look similar to the responses above. If it does not, talk about why.

Vitality & Sustainability
If vitality is described as a congregation's connections with God, each other and the world, then sustainability is
its ability to maintain and grow these connections over time. These two must both be present for a healthy
congregation. Sustainability without vitality results in a church that doesn't act like a church. Vitality without
sustainability results in a church that closes even though it is doing God's work.
Many factors contribute to sustainability. Resources of money, facilities and/or equipment and people are building
blocks. Managing those resources with good communication and decision making through strong lay and rostered
(professional) leadership is also key to sustainability. The following graphs show the average perception of how
the respondents felt various resources or management/leadership issues were helping or hurting the
congregation. Responses above the center line are perceived as helping while those below are perceived as
hurting the congregation.
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Congregational Vitality Survey
More factors contributing to vitality

A congregation's leadership style may refer to
the pastor and may also refer to its lay
leadership. Prior research shows leadership that
'inspires people to take action' is associated with
the most vital congregations including
congregations that are growing.
The 'leadership style' that has the most negative
effect is no style at all. Studies show that
congregations with many people who say they
are 'not sure' how to describe the leadership
usually have lower scale scores.
Why are people not sure? It may reflect
respondents who are new to the congregation or
visiting. The respondents may have little
experience beyond worship. There may have
been a recent leadership change and people
don't know each other, or if it may reflect on a
lack of clear, focused leadership.
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Congregational Vitality Survey
So how are we doing?
The best way to consider your congregation's vitality is to compare your responses with the 1-5 scale: anything
under 3 is considered something respondents say the congregation isn't doing well, averages between 3-4 suggest
room for improvement and scales over 4 suggest this is something your congregation does well.
There has been no comprehensive study of all ELCA congregations and therefore no definitive scores to which
you should compare your congregation. However this tool has been taken by over 200 congregations across the
country and patterns have emerged.
A composite score was created to help you summarize your congregation's overall vitality and allow you to
compare your congregation with others. That composite score is made up of 4 items from each scale plus two
summary items. This score is statistically reliable and consistent with independent congregational assessments
(see the supplement for more information). While the total range of responses is from 1-5, congregation's tend to
rate themselves between 3 and 4.5.
View your congregation's score in light of the range below. Note that ranges overlap. Some congregations with
a score of 4.0 are moving forward, some are struggling and others are maintaining. However, few
congregations with a 4.0 are in struggling just as few congregations with a 3.5 are moving forward in mission. Your
congregation's composite score is listed below. Mark your congregation's place in the shaded area and talk about
what it means to you.

Your Composite
Score

Struggling
<3..2

Concerns
3.5

Maintaining
4.0

Moving Forward
4.3+

4.3

As you and your congregation considers the future, it will be important to discuss the following:
1. What is God’s mission for this community of faith in your context at this time?
2. How is God actively accompanying the people of your congregation? How can the congregation bring focus on
God’s presence and purpose both in worship and in all other activities of the congregation?
3. Where is God present and active in your local community? How can you join God there for the sake of mission?
4. What is the relationship between spiritual growth and this congregation's ability to participate in God’s mission?
How can this congregation strengthen the spiritual growth of its members?
6. How is the way this congregation addresses conflict impacting its ability to participate in God’s mission (inside
and outside the congregation) or to help people grow spiritually?
7. Consider which items on which scales had average scores nearer to or above 4. How can you and your
congregation apply what is working in those areas to areas or items where scores were nearer to or below 3?
After reading this you may feel excited and equipped to take your next steps in ministry. Or, you might feel
confused or overwhelmed. Use the Congregational Vitality Supplement to learn more about vitality and the factors
that contribute to it as well as some resources and practices to help your congregation take the next steps. Please
contact your synod for more ideas.
May God continue to bless your congregation so that you can continue to grow in faith and serve as God’s hands
in your congregation, your community and the world.
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